
KEEP YOUR BUSINESS SAFE
      CYBERSECURITY ATTACKSFROM

The number of cybersecurity threats is continuing to rise. It is now more important 
than ever to ensure your business is protected from potential security disasters.

  YOU CAN TAKE RIGHT NOW TO IMPROVE 
THE SECURITY OF YOUR ORGANIZATION.7HERE ARE STEPS

6

7

Physically Secure 
Backups/Equipment

Develop a Secure Password Policy

Keep Your Software and 
Operating Systems Up-to-Date.1

Software and operating systems are regularly 
updated to account for newly developing security 
threats. Keeping these systems updated ensures 
that you have the most current protection. Have 
employees update systems, as required, to allow 
automatic updates to install.

5Outsource Cybersecurity Protection

Hire an external service provider who is familiar 
with network systems and has an established 

security program and infrastructure. Specialists 
within these IT Managed Service providers 

have achieved a high level of security training, 
typically more than internal IT personnel.

2 Update Your Malware 
Prevention Platform.

4 Provide Email Threat Training 

Verify that your anti-malware software is set to 
automatically check for, and install, updates. You 
should also set these programs to automatically 
scan on a regular schedule.

Provide employees with regular training to help 
them identify when an email is malicious. For 
example, how to check the destination of a link 
prior to clicking or how to identify potentially 
harmful attachments.

3 Minimize Administrator 
Privileges/Access

Ensure that only personnel who are essential  
to operations are provided with this high level  
of access.

Not all breaches are digital. Ensure that backup 
hard drives and other physical devices are stored in 
a secure location, preventing the possibility of theft.

Train employees, or establish requirements, 
to creating highly-secure passwords for 

network logins, as well as any other login 
which accesses sensitive information.

The steps above are only
a starting point.

To learn how a specific plan developed for your 
business or organization can reduce the risk of 

a data breach, contact Huber & Associates!
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